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Message from the Chief Executive
Dear parents and carers,
Welcome to the latest edition of Wellsway Multi Academy Trust’s parent/carer newsletter. We have nearly
completed a whole term in lockdown and are hopeful that we will see a return to school in term 4. The
anticipated date is March 8th but this is still dependent on levels of infection continuing to come down. The
Prime Minister has promised that we will get two weeks’ notice of schools re-opening and there is talk of a
staggered or phased return. The signs are promising but we will need to wait and see.
It is brilliant to see how far we have come in developing remote learning, with live sessions now ensuring that children and
young people feel connected and are engaged. I take my hat off to all the families who are supporting children and young people
learning at home and for all you are doing in these challenging times. We have been very encouraged by the many messages of
thanks received and it is great to know you feel supported. Do keep the communication with school going and do not hesitate to
ask for help or clarification when you need it. Here are some of the lovely messages we have received:
“We wanted to add our voice to congratulate and thank all of your teachers and staff during this difficult time. We always find
them to be so positive and encouraging despite all the pressures they are under. We would like them all to know, their efforts are
hugely appreciated and we are very grateful to them for providing the wealth of home learning lessons and links”
“We just wanted to say how great the live & recorded lessons are, they give T & F a great structure to their day”
“We’ve just watched the Friday assembly on Zoom. I am so happy to see both of my children getting recognised. They’ve both
needed a bit of encouragement (or a lot at times!), but they take all the credit for all their
hard work and persistence. We are really enjoying these Friday live assemblies, in particular ‘It is brilliant to see
your banana joke last Friday ”

how far we have come

We continue to be very proud that we are able to support critical workers through
in developing remote
providing school places for their children. On average, we have about 800 children and
young people per day in school across the trust, which is enabling people working in jobs
learning...’
that are critical to the national effort to get to work. We are also pleased to see many
more vulnerable learners attending school than was the case in the first lockdown. Aspire Academy in Bath, as a special school,
continues to be fully open as it has been throughout the pandemic.

Staff testing, using lateral flow devices (LFD) has been extended to a twice weekly test and now includes staff working in
primary schools as well as secondary staff. The difference is that primary colleagues have home testing kits whereas secondary
colleagues have to undertake the test in school. The testing kits and equipment are provided free of charge by the government.
This is a welcome strategy in the drive to keep staff and pupils safe and we certainly encourage everyone to take part. We are
getting ready to undertake testing in our secondary schools for pupils on their return to school, using the rapid LFD tests.
I have been pleased over recent weeks to attend a number of our Academy Governance Committee (AGC) meetings. Our AGCs
provide governance at school level and fulfil the practical requirements of governance on behalf of the Trust Board. Strong
governance is an essential pre-requisite for a successful school and we are very grateful to all the governors who volunteer
their time and skills to support their school and the trust. If you would like to take on a governance role within the trust please
do get in touch, through emailing enquiries@wellswaymat.com
I would like to take this opportunity to wish all the children and young people across our trust a restful half term holiday next
week. Most of them have been working very hard and deserve a break, as do the adults who have been helping them! I hope
they stay safe and continue to have full regard for the national lockdown. It is incredibly important that we all respect the
requirement to stay at home and not mix with others so we can continue to protect the vulnerable and get back to normal as
quickly as possible.
With best wishes,
Andrea Arlidge
Chief Executive
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The Miracle of Morning: Lockdown Poetry Year 6
Saltford School’s Year 6 listened to or read some poetry by
Amanda Gorman.
Her poems were both about the past year and the hope we can have
about the future if we all come together. The challenge for Year 6
children was to write a poem inspired by these poems and the theme
of 'The Miracle of Morning'. Armed with tips and encouragement from
teachers to express themselves, this is what they came up with. We were
moved by the results; we hope you will be too. Well done Year 6.

Miracle of morning
It’s a miracle morning
people are maskless
playing jenga in the family room
as it crashes we all laugh
you should never say you are alone

Now we wake up to
lockdown no hope
shining in our eyes,
dullness clouds around
us with every despairing
thought. But the next
day something’s
different, there’s
happiness in the air,
people smiling widely,
laughter everywhere. So
after all this mourning
we finally begin to see
this bright light again,
this bright light again.

Young engineer Tom creates
product to aid Covid-19 testing
The lateral flow testing equipment that is used by SBL Academy to test staff
and students contains lots of very specialist pieces of equipment.
Due to the national demand for these kinds of supplies, we were finding it
challenging to order a large quantity of a specific test tube holder.
Tom Fairclough, a year 10 Engineering student, supported the Academy by
using his design skills and 3D printer to manufacture a batch of
innovative holders.
He designed his product independently and the outcome performs
much better than similar products on the market.
The design has proven so successful he was commissioned to
produce a set that is already in use at another WMAT school.
Well done Tom!
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as you never are
we all are loved and that’s a fact
even at this time the sun shines bright
brighter than ever
we all are together
we are all on the same journey
morning after mourning
it is a miracle morning
There is something special about
every morning and this morning is
the same as every morning we are
all as one and as one we can get
through his storm together.
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Kung-fu cat is an
online hit

Student leaders
grow in confidence

Here’s a screen shot of Wansdyke Primary’s Cherry

Last week, over 20 of SBL’s Year Group Leaders, Student

together and the children are really engaged and

Principals and Vice Principals met over MS Teams for the first

can’t wait to hear what happens next!

of our online student leadership meetings. The Year Group
Leaders from Years 7 - 10 were appointed following a schoolwide election just before Christmas and they were really keen to
share their ideas for further improving the school. The students
grew in confidence over the course of the meeting and by the
end we had even managed to entice six or seven cameras and
mics to be turned on!
The existing Year 11 leadership team took a lead role in the
meeting and some of the actions included:
•

An upcoming student-led assembly on how to thrive in
lockdown

•

Monthly articles in our On the Radar newsletter written by
the students themselves

•

An online student suggestion box to be shared with
students in the coming weeks

I very much look forward to working with this impressive team
over the course of the year.
Mr G. Jones, Assistant Principal
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Tree class enjoying a chapter of our book ‘The
outlaw Varjak Paw’. It is great to share the story

Thanks for gift of
80 Chromebooks
Our work to equip
young people with high
quality IT equipment
has received a great
boost from a local
charity. The Foundation For Children, a Bristolbased organisation, has funded the purchase
of over eighty Chromebooks for the Trust.
These have been purchased, quickly formatted
and distributed across a range of Primary and
Secondary schools complete with short pieces of
training and instructions. These will be invaluable
to those families without an appropriate device in
the coming months and will also support future
catch-up work. Many thanks to the charity for
their swift intervention and generous funding.
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Student puts first aid
skills into practice
BDS school first aid lessons paid off this week when
a student was taken ill in one of the Critical Worker
bubbles. Quick action from fellow students who knew
what to do because of their first aid lessons meant
the student was safe and help was quickly on hand.
Year 11 student Ryan emailed Mr Priday after this
event to say “Just wanted to let you know I witnessed
a seizure today it was not pleasant at all so I rushed
over to help him, I noticed he was gripping on to me
quite hard so I called first aid and they dealt with it.
Just wanted to say thank you for teaching us first aid
I have learnt a lot from you sir, hope I see you before
we leave school”

The gratitude attitude
Last week, children at
St John’s participated in
activities which promote a
healthy way of expressing
themselves. Teachers
received a wide variety of
responses from drawings to
dances and singing which
put a great, big smile on
everyone’s faces. We were
extremely impressed by how thoughtful and mature
the children were when sharing thoughts, especially
within their gratitude journals about what they are
grateful for each day.

Devices help improve
live lessons
IKB have invested in WACOM Tablets for teachers to use
and support their live lessons. These devices perform in
the same way as a mouse, but allow greater control, so
when used as a white board in live lessons, the teachers
can easily demonstrate mathematic equations or simple
sketch designs.
The tablets cost £30 each though they do take a little
getting used to.
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Live lessons are full of surprises

The launch of live lessons at SBL Academy has been a real success.
Teachers have really risen to the challenge of engaging students
effectively through this new medium.
One parent wrote to us recently regarding a recent IT lesson, “I was
drawn upstairs today when I heard my son on his live lesson due to
the sound of excitement! When I walked in his room he was really
engaged in the lesson and was obviously trying to be the first to
answer questions.”
One of the advantages of technology is that it can immediately
transport us anywhere in the world at the click of a button. In a recent
lesson on Peat bogs, Mr Jones suddenly found himself in the middle of
Ireland!
Please encourage your sons/daughters to keep up their impressive
engagement with live lessons as well as continuing to complete all
lessons that are set for them on the Student Site.
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Cheddar Grove Dress to Express

On Friday 5th February we joined children across the country ‘dressing to express’ themselves as part of Children’s Mental
Health Week!
To mark the end of Children’s Mental Health Week we invited children at home and in school to dress up in clothes that
make them feel happy. Children chose to wear bright clothes or clothes that make them feel comfortable and relaxed.

The Chandag Trail…
Chandag Junior and Infant schools are jointly launching a
fun activity for all pupils and families.
In the first lockdown, many of you made rainbows to stick
up on your windows as a way of recognising and valuing
the NHS staff. I know that lots of families enjoyed trying
to spot these in the windows whilst out for daily exercise.
We thought it would be a nice idea to have our own
community version for the pupils of both schools .
Mr Butterfield, who works at Chandag Junior School,
has designed this image for you to colour in, paint or
use collage materials to decorate. You will see that it
incorporates some of the features of both the schools’
logos as well as showing that we are part of the global
community (world) and of course, it still includes the
rainbow!
If you would like to join in, you can download the
activity print it and to display in your window once you
have decorated it. How many can you spot whilst out
for your daily walk/run/ cycle or scoot?
Please contact your school office if you need a paper
copy printed for you.
You can also take a photograph of your finished picture and upload it to Seesaw or Tapestry for your teachers to see!
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Hub support helps students to Thrive
Wellsway are running an Inclusion Hub (we have called it the iHub) for our students with EHCPs and our more vulnerable
learners. We have seen good attendance at the hub where we run a range of activities and interventions. We support our
students with their remote learning and live lessons and also offer small group literacy and numeracy, Forest School, Thrivebased baking sessions and Thrive interventions. Feedback from parents and students has been very positive and we are in
the process of creating a short film to demonstrate to parents what happens at the Hub so that they have the confidence that
their child is receiving a quality learning experience during lockdown. In addition, each student is creating a portfolio of their
best work that they produce during this period in order to be able to look back and celebrate what they achieved (and what
they are capable of achieving) during this time.

A thank-you from a
Chandag Infant parent
Thanks to the infant team on the work to
make sure parents have everything we
need for home schooling. Although I am
working (so squeezing in home schooling
as and when I can) it is good to know that
the work is there, is totally comprehensive
and really engaging for both my children.
The video lessons especially have been
great. They are both really excited for
their live link-ups tomorrow as well. I
can’t imagine how much work has gone
into getting that off of the ground. A
special thanks to Miss Gower, Bath Spa
student. Her videos and feedback are
absolutely fantastic. She is so enthusiastic
and energetic - just what the children
need at the moment, I think!’
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Place2Be’s Children’s Mental
Health Week
Cheddar Grove Primary School enjoyed a school focus
centred on children’s mental health. The children
have participated in online assemblies, workshops,
practical activities and storytelling sessions themed
around wellbeing.
In Mr Unsworth’s assembly children learned about strategies which can be
used when they feel worried or anxious. The children made soothing boxes
to support their wellbeing. This idea was really well received by children
with many creating their own soothing box at home and sharing images
and video clips via Seesaw.
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Watch out for cheeky squirrels!
The children from Butterfly class at Two Rivers enjoyed making bird feeders to put in the outdoor areas at school and at home.
Unfortunately, some very cheeky squirrels ran away with the bird feeders from school but luckily Mrs Carver caught them on
camera so we know who the culprits are! We have been impressed with how the children at home have got involved with some of
the same experiences in school. We know that the Keynsham area has some very lucky birds (and squirrels!)

BDS parents praise live lessons
•

‘I’m so impressed with the live learning; it takes pressure off
me while I work from home. I can’t imagine the long hours,
stress and effort that has gone into it. Me and my husband are
so grateful.’

•

‘Thank you for doing the live lessons. My son said it was much
better doing home schooling that way. I’ve been really worried
about his lack of enthusiasm for home schooling, but this made
a positive difference.’

•

‘Credit to the BDS teaching team. I know from my experience
delivering training/meetings online all day most days it’s
exhausting and really does take a lot of energy. So a massive
thank you from a full time working mum.’

•

‘My son has been so much more engaged with the live lessons
and we can track his learning better to ensure he’s working
properly (which isn’t easy with me a key worker and my
husband running his business from home).’

•

‘I know live lessons are not easy for the teachers but it’s definitely the next best thing to being in school. Huge thank
you to everyone who is involved in ensuring the BDS Year 11s in particular get the best learning possible.’

Could online parents’ evenings be here to stay?
•

‘The video appointments are such a better system! Without the queuing frustrations and timing delays, for us, this
allowed for a much more focused discussion which I’m sure the teaching staff appreciated too.

•

I hope, even when things get back to normal, you’ll consider this as a preferred method to future parents’ evenings.’
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Outdoor activity boosts Aspire students
Since the start of term, the students who have been attending Aspire have taken to their feet to explore the great
outdoors. Through a mixture of forest school, ASDAN challenges and DofE training we have covered nearly 100km across
our local countryside in just six weeks. An incredible achievement.
As well as seeing a huge improvement in their fitness and interest in the environment, we have seen a significant upturn
in the mood of the students when they are outdoors.
Well done boys.

Animal secrets
unfold...

Keeping in touch
through Teams
It is wonderful to see the children at The Meadows using
Microsoft Teams. We are able to carry out well-being
activities, check understanding and teach some
new input.
The children love to see and communicate with each
other. A huge thanks to their families for supporting
them with the tech!

Could you make a difference?
The children in Year 2 at Cheddar Grove have been sharing
their origami creations and fact files about Asian animals in
their geography lesson.
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The growth of our Trust means we need more inspirational and
professional people to join our dedicated and passionate
staff team.
If you are planning your next career move, and think you could
help make a difference for our students, please take a look at
the vacancies across the WMAT.
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Motion approval
Year 8 students at BDS have been looking at types of motion, these
two students have created a fantastic poster to show they understand
the different forms.

Wellsway launches Readathon
In the run-up to World Book Day on March 4, Wellsway School is launching a sponsored read with
the charity Read for Good. Students in Years 7 to 11 are being encouraged to take part in the
Readathon. Money raised will be used to provide books and storyteller visits for children in hospital.
The school will benefit too, with a voucher for free books equalling 20 per cent of the total sum
raised. Participants can read anything they like, from comics to classics, audio books to blogs, and
parents/carers are encouraged to support their children’s reading.

From Wansdyke To Wimbledon
Year 1 children taking part in one of their daily phonics
sessions at the start of a day. At Wansdyke, all Phase 1
pupils have a live session at the beginning of each day
followed by a check-in later in the morning as well as
story and group activities in the afternoons.
Wansdyke hold a celebration assembly every Friday
afternoon. Attendance has been very good with 140+
pupils attending. The staff have begun to have fun
exploring possible backgrounds with Mr Smith dreaming of playing tennis at Wimbledon last week.
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Students share their
hopes and dreams
Students at Wellsway School rose to the challenge of the inter-house competition:
create a piece of work using the title Hopes and Dreams for 2021.
Poems, paintings, collages, and cakes were among the entries from young people
in Years 7, 8 and 9. The winners, who each received a £10 Amazon voucher, were
Maggie T, Year 7; Tilly R, Year 8, and Evie B, Year 9. Every student that entered
earned two points for their house.
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